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**Purpose/Policy Statement:**

Specific cover slipping procedures are followed to produce consistently clean, well cover-slipped slides while preventing cross-contamination of cells and trapped air under the cover slips. This will keep slides neat and accurate permanent labeling of the specimen.

**Definitions:**

- n/a

**Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):**

Goggles or Safety Glasses, Lab coat and Gloves.

**POLICY CONTENT**

**PROCEDURE:**

A. **HAND COVERSLLIPPING SLIDES.**

1. Remove a slide from the staining rack, holding it horizontally by the edges of the frosted-label end.

2. Dip the slide into clearing agent again if drying has occurred.

3. Drop one or two drops of mounting medium onto the coverslip.

4. Lower a slide carefully onto the long edge of the coverslip and allow it to cover the slide, spreading the mounting medium evenly and without air bubbles. If air bubbles form under the leading edge of the cover slip, move the cover slip up slightly and remove the air bubbles.

5. Carefully wipe the back of the slide with a gauze pad or lint-free tissue.

6. Preventing the slides from sticking to the folder. Drying may be done by leaving them on paper towels on the hot plate or oven for 30 minutes.
B. AUTOMATED COVERSPLITTING

1. Make sure machine is on and length is set to “short”.
2. Check mounting medium level in bottle to make sure it is sufficient.
3. Remove slide carriage from clearing agent and place in loading rack. Check that labels/patient name face towards you.
4. Press Xylene check and start button. Make sure that it processes the first few slides properly before leaving.
5. When the machine signals that it is finished remove slide rack and move to fume hood or well ventilated area with air vent. Replace receiving slide rack in Coverslipper.
6. Remove from the slide rack to tray up and label.

C. RE-COVER SLIPPING HAND COVERSPLITTED SLIDE:

1. If a slide needs to be re-covered, place the slide into the Xylene Coplin jar and secure the lid.
2. Slide may need from a couple of minutes to several days depending on how old the slide is.
3. Gently remove the cover slip once it has been loosened by the Xylene.
4. If necessary re-cover slip by hand as above in section A.

D. RE-COVER SLIPPING AUTOMATED COVERSPLITTED SLIDE:

1. If a slide needs to be re-covered, place the slide into the Acetone jar and secure the lid until the cover slip is loosened.
2. Gently remove the cover slip once it has been loosened.
3. Place slide into Xylene Coplin jar and dip until mounting media is removed.
4. Re-cover slip with desired technique.

PROCEDURE NOTES:

1. All cover slipping is done under a cover slipping fume hood or in front of an adequate ventilation system.
2. Follow strict guidelines for disposal of xylene and acetone.

Equipment/Supplies (If Applicable):

MATERIALS:

a. Clear glass cover slip (24 x 50 mm.) resist weathering in storage, have a refractive index equivalent to that of the mounting medium, and slide, and cover all exposed specimen material on the slide.

b. Mounting medium is transparent, has a refractive index equal to the cover slip, slide, and the material on the slide, and is miscible with the current agent.

c. Automated cover slipper uses film only.

d. Xylene or other clearing agent, Acetone.
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